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Who is a Hero?
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Kansas started out with low number of cases, low 
number of deaths, and low number of tests. 

●Stay at Home

●Social Distancing

●Masks

Opened Up  - Restaurants, Bars, Hair Salons…

●Increased number of cases

●Increased deaths

●Increased tests

Kansas Department of Health and Education – as of 
8/7/20:

→30,638 positive cases

→380 deaths

→1,875 hospitalized

Clusters in Group Homes, Long Term Care 
facilities, Daycare facilities, Healthcare
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Fear for Self / Fear for Family

“Will I get COVID-19, will I take it

home to my family?”
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Fear 

PPE – Personal Protective Equipment

Will we have enough…?

→N95 Masks

→Isolation Gowns

→Eye Protection

→Powered Air Purifying Respirators (PAPR)

New York City REAL HEROES - Ran out of PPE

*Used Trash Bags as gowns

*Reused Masks

*No Shields

Hear me, Protect me, 

Prepare me, Support me,

Care for Me
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Hear Me
Communication:

●Information regarding COVID-19

●Cases in the hospital:

→Where?

→How Many?

→Who can come with patients? (Visitor Policy)

→Will we have enough PPE?

Protect Me

●PPE

●Scrubs

●Food

●Sleep

●Transportation

All Patients Screened

→Questions

→Temperature

Negative: Positive:

Face Mask Switch to N95

Isolation Gown

Shield – Eye Protection
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No Visitors in COVID-19 isolation rooms

Exceptions for patient care:

-Pediatrics

-Mentally challenged

-Dementia

-Handicap

Rules to protect patients, families, healthcare providers –
but make exceptions when needed.

Are Heroes unappreciative??

Home    →→     Hospital     →→     Home

Home - Personal Clothes/Shoes →→

Hospital - Change to Hospital scrubs, shoes only for 
hospital use→→

Home - Wipe down hospital shoes (leave in car or garage, 
remove scrubs (put into dryer for 30 minutes), shower, 
fresh clothes
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Protect Me, but….

The mask is uncomfortable – 12 hour shifts

Hospital provided scrubs – mine fit better

Food – Hospital cafeteria has take away meals only

Working my regular shifts plus a few extra

-Partners with risk

-Partners ill with COVID-19

Protect me and my family

*RAPID TESTING for providers and staff

Prepare Me

●Rapid Training

→Moving to different departments / units

●Backup Experts
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Support Me

●Healthy Meals

●Hydration

●Lodging/Sleep Rooms

●Transportation

●Child Care

Care for Me
July 9, 2020 – Two patients were in side by side rooms who passed 
COVID-19 screening.  They were not suspected of infection.  Both 
had diarrhea, - no cough, no SOA, no fevers.  Both were sick enough 
to be admitted – both tested positive.  I was in a surgical mask only.

We are Being Exposed Every Day

Provider Wellness

●Burnout rates will increase for providers as they 
experience increasing distress and anxiety.

●42% of physicians in the Medscape National 
Physician Burnout and Suicide Report 2020 reported 
being burnt out.
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Emergency Medicine, Hospitalists, and Critical 
Care are in the top 10 medical specialties that 
report burnout for the last 5 years running.

200-300 physicians commit suicide each year.

●Real time surveys to detect increased stress 
levels due to COVID-19

●Identify Stressors

Do Heroes fear loss of income?

-55-60% less office visits to Primary Care, Surgeons, and 
Emergency Departments

-Cover our shifts and our ill partners

-Less double coverage (loss of employees)

-No scribes – charting after hours

-No Elective Surgery

-Less volume of patients = less income to frontline heroes.

-Government PPE Funds – what will rules be for repayment?

-Small Business Loan
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We fear more that the patients who 
stayed home with HTN, DM, CP, 

Stroke…will have long term 
consequences to their health.

Continuum of Stress

THRIVE Wellness Committee
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●Newsletters

●Emails

●Videos

●Peer Contacts

●Counselors

●Suicide Prevention

10 Commandments of Physician Wellness
by Edward Kroll, MD    Clinical Medicine & Research – Vol 12, Number 1-2: 6-9

1. Thou shall not expect someone else to reduce 
your stress.  

Take charge of your own wellness.

3. Thou shall not take thyself in vain.

A Harvard Business Review Journal article suggests 
we train like elite athletes because chronic stress 
takes a toll on diet, exercise and sleep.

4. Remember what is holy to thee.

Connect - self, others, Mission/Vision

5. Honor thy limits.

6. Thou shall not work alone.
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Dr. Lorna Breen, Medical Director of the Emergency 
Department at NY-Presbyterian Allen Hospital, died from self 
inflicted injuries after treating coronavirus patients. She was 
ill with CVID-19 and returned to work within a week and a 
half – 10 days off.  She was sent home by the hospital.  Her 
father said she was “detached”.  He knew something was 
wrong.  She saw patients dying before they could be helped.  
Her father asked us to “to make sure she’s remembered as a 
hero – she was truly on the front line”.
Mental Health Support for Health Care Workers.

Dr. Francie Ekengren Presentation – “Surviving COVID” - August 18, 2020
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